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The corporatisation of the public-funded universities in most part of the world has
created a revolutionary shift in the realms of higher education. "Curiosity driven"
research, it seems, has become outmoded, in favour of an "economic" approach to
education. Under this approach, universities are markets where useful information, rather
than ideologies, is produced, consumed and traded.
According to Lee Chee Wee, founder of Lynk Biotechnologies (http://www.lynk-
biotech.com/), a university's ability to align with the economic logic of contemporary
capitalism – converting knowledge into information, students into successors, intellectual
properties into proprietary products, information-gathering abilities to information-
processing capacities – will be essential for its survival. He was speaking at a seminar
that is part of the CEO Talk
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/ceo_talks/CT2011.asp) series, organised by
Singapore Management University's Wee Kim Wee Centre
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/).
Lee’s career straddles both the academia and the corporate world. Following his post-doctoral research at Yale
School of Medicine, he spent ten years lecturing at the National University of Singapore (NUS). When NUS spun-off
Lynk Biotechnologies, Lee took the helm and ran the company for ten years. A man with many hats, he is currently
Director of Temasek Polytechnic's School of Applied Science (http://www-as.tp.edu.sg/), Vice President of the
Singapore Fellowship of Inventors, Director of the Intellectual Property Office of Singapore (IPOS), and Scientific
Advisor for numerous life science companies. On top of all of that, he remains as Director at Lynk Biotechnologies
and Adjunct Associate Professor at NUS.
Strategic and economic interests
Having spent time both within the ivory towers of academia and in the trenches of entrepreneurial start-ups, Lee
has seen, first-hand, corporatisation's impact on higher education institutions. Starting with the drawbacks, he said
that higher tuition fees have not corresponded with an equal improvement in quality of teaching. Lee’s view is that
this could be due to a greater emphasis on evaluating academics on their research performance. Academics
responded to these changes by devoting their time and effort to research, and correspondingly, less attention is
given to teaching.
Lee related that in his early years as an academic, it was considered both an honour and privilege to be assigned a
module to teach, for it was an indication that one was "good enough" to educate; to share knowledge and wisdom.
Sentiments have changed since then, he observed. "The current trend among many young academics is to distance
themselves from the role of teaching."
Along with the corporatisation of universities, was the heavier emphasis on commercial considerations. The need to
obtain funding for its research programmes drives the direction of these programmes, with perhaps too much
consideration given to the needs and desires of the funding sources – usually government or industry sponsors.
To the university’s detriment, what is seen as less commercially important is de-emphasised, with entire departments
or courses of study being shut down as a result. Areas like the study of literary classics or ancient cultures are
often the first to go. "Everything becomes a matter of accounting," he noted – and the pursuit of knowledge for its
own sake is waning in importance and relevance.
In the past, students were supplicants to knowledge. Today, students are viewed as customers, and through
feedback and evaluation processes, higher education institutes are now giving greater attention to student
satisfaction rather student potential. Students, in turn, have been known to base their feedback on factors such as
the lecturer's likeability, or even servility. The teacher who pushes his or her students hard will likely score a poorer
evaluation, compared to one who mollycoddles.
The attention paid to students' feedback can lead to "creative" responses, Lee noted. Faculty members may pander
to students more, instead of demanding academic rigour or ensuring that genuine learning takes place. An extreme
example would be the leniency in awarding high grades to students – in ways that do not commensurate with their
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ability – just so that feedback scores are improved. Nevertheless, Lee warned, "What must be avoided is for the
student to attain the educational qualifications at the expense of actually being educated."
'Rankings' have also coloured institutional approaches towards higher learning. While comparative assessments are
useful, Lee believes that this facet has been granted excessive importance by the organisations that fund university
research and by prospective students. He pointed out studies which show a direct correlation between an institute's
rank and the amount of funding it receives.
The overall effect, Lee noted, is that "in addition to the normal pressures of academia, the increase in administrative
powers at the universities have translated into burdens for academic staff, causing them 'distraction' to what they
see as their main responsibility – their research, and increasing their workload."
More alarming – and perhaps one of the most insidious yet subtle negative effects of 'University Inc.' – is the
undercutting of academic freedom; the freedom to choose one's research path or the freedom to articulate ideas.
This, he said, may be subverted by the quest to please those bodies that dispensing grants and funds. After all, "he
who pays the piper calls the tune". Researcher independence may be undermined where there are conflicts of
interest.
The glass half full
Sure, while there are some drawbacks, the trend towards 'University Inc.' has brought about many benefits too –
such as a large increase in cutting-edge research. The responsiveness of universities to demands of the student
body has also resulted in a greater diversity of course offerings, said Lee.
'Marketing' has helped education institutions become more self-sustaining, and in some cases, profitable. As such,
reliance on state funds has decreased. Lee pointed out too, that this is one industry that is known to be
economically resilient, in other words, recession proof, which makes it rather attractive for investors.
Education makes for a rather unique good. From Lee's observations, the poor tend to spend proportionately more on
it because it represents a legitimate means by which they may break out of the poverty cycle. The rich, on the
other hand, spend a lot on education because of it plays into a host of social class factors.
Ranking tables – another feature of 'University Inc.' – despite obvious drawbacks have encouraged competition
between institutions of higher learning. This has raised the industry's overall standards, said Lee. He reminded the
audience too, that educational institutions have also become more accountable and transparent with stakeholders,
as a result of corporatisation.
Encouraging commercialisation
Many academics have not been welcoming of the new demands associated with the corporatized university, Lee
said. Policy makers, however, have decided that it is high time research interests are aligned to give tangible returns
to the country.
He gave an example of how money-generation can lead to a vicious positive cycle. Intellectual Property (IP), once
generated and commercialised, realises monetary returns. This is then used to fund research and development,
which, in turn, generates more IPs, and even more cash.
  
Universities are well equipped and highly capable of generating IPs, Lee said. "IP generation is a key performance
indicator… and is usually an important parameter on ranking tables. Hence, there is a great incentive for the
university to encourage academic staff to generate IP, since it improves rankings."
Highly ranked universities and institutes are likelier to receive funds from the government and industry sponsors, he
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added. But, uncomplicated as it may seem, most universities were not designed to fulfil commercial objectives – it
simply was not a part of the academic's KPI, said Lee.
At times, a longer view is needed. “If the outcome of a research project takes several lifetimes to reach commercial
viability or usefulness, succession is necessary to ensure continuity in the research." This, Lee feels, is lacking
presently.
What makes matters worse is a prevalent culture of "protecting one's turf" – stoked by fears of having one's original
ideas 'stolen' by others. Contrast this with the corporate world, where systems and processes have been built in to
encourage knowledge-sharing, minimise disruption, and ensure long term continuity.
Getting schools involved
If commercialisation is a key objective for Singapore’s schools, some structural changes might be needed. Lee
believes that Singapore's polytechnic system may be most conducive for taking IPs to market. He quipped, "At the
polytechnic, both the staff and laboratory equipment belongs to the school; at the university, it belongs to the
professor." Regardless, both institutes of higher learning can do more to compel the commercial realisation of IP.
"The staff who creates the IP can also have the first right to attempt to commercialise it. If successful, the staff
enjoys the monetary returns while the institute still owns the IP and receives a royalty from the commercialisation,
hence creating a win-win situation for both staff and institution," he suggested.
In American companies, a scientist would, typically, be valued at US$1 million; his department may have 100 staff,
of which 60% possess PhDs; all in all, a sizeable human capital asset base, said Lee. Similarly, if he were to tap on
his 2,000-strong team of teachers and students at the polytechnic, he would have a rather strong "company".
In this "company", Lee intends to put to test, his idea of giving the person who generates the IP a first right to
attempt commercialisation and school will acts as an incubator and investor. On top of that, he told the audience
that he encourages his staff to take on industrial attachments – so that they may experience, first hand, the
processes of commercialising an idea.
It is important to be able to sell the usefulness of an idea, he said. Drawing, again, from his experience straddling
both the academia and business worlds, Lee’s take was: "The easiest job is research; the hardest, marketing."
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